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Category: other-general

Job Description

At Bose, we have a passion for doing things that are better. It is about inventing new

technologies that would truly benefit people and creating a culture where innovation and

teamwork are valued above all else. Better sound is just the beginning. One goal unites us—

to create products and experiences our customers simply can't get anywhere else.

The Bose Global R&D Core Engineering team in Bose Operations Center at Shenzhen,

China is looking for a passionate, experienced Senior Electronics Engineer to take part in

developing our next consumer wearable audio devices. You will be a key member of our

cross functional global team, working closely with your Bose engineering colleagues and

Contract Manufacture (CM) partners to successfully develop and deliver our products to

the consumer marketplace.

Responsibilities:

your responsibilities will include the development of various type of headphones, speaker

systems, and amplifiers including Bluetooth, WiFi and Noise Reduction technologies. This

will require a solid understanding of concepts, technologies and design methods used for analog

and digital electronic devices. Working with the project team, support groups, and outside

resources, you will analyze and recommend design options for manufacturability, reliability,

durability, performance, and cost. This will require invention and design early in the process,

but also strong test and debugging capabilities as the product goes through prototyping

phases during development.
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You may be required to travel overseas to accept training or work with team in our headquarters.

During product prototype or production trials for the products, you will be required to travel to

our supply base frequently (up to 30% of your working time).

You will be part of a global team responsible for designing and bringing into production a high-

volume consumer electronics product. You will work with internal customers and also

outsourcing vendors as the product comes into production. 

Requirements:

Preferences:

Experience with electrical and acoustic engineering tradeoffs

Experience designing Bluetooth RF products

Experience designing products using feedback control circuits

Experience designing power electronics for battery powered products

Mixed analog and digital design capability

Experience designing products for the consumer market preferred with emphasis on personal

electronics and/or “wearable” products.

Experience in an outsourcing environment

The ability to set up electronic and acoustic testing system in lab and production

environment is a plus.

PCBA test and manufacturing experience.
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